Theodore Hesburgh to assist the committee will not meet as a whole, but will endorse proposals made by the University. Said the foundation and corporate relations director Joanie Cahill, "the program's aim is to assure students a safe ride home." Cahill said the program's aim is to support the bar scene. "Having been in progensa for the past two weekends, the Buzz Bus program has had considerable success, serving over 200 students, said Cahill. But Cahill hopes for increased ridership as student awareness of the program develops. If its success continues, she said the service will be extended to Thursday nights.

Plans are also in the works for the sale of passes that grant students a specified number of rides aboard the Buzz Bus.
The Circle K Clubs of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's are hosting the Indiana District Conference today through Sunday. Leadership and other workshops will be held all day Saturday in the Memorial Library auditorium. Everyone is welcome to attend. -The Observer

A recital of chamber music will be performed by Laura Ruggiero on Sunday at 7 p.m. in the Hesburgh Library. The concert will feature the Septet by Beethoven. Due for Violin and Bass by Bottesini and Cantus by Bartok. The concert is free and open to the public. -The Observer

Shelter for the Homeless will be conducting its training sessions for those interested in volunteering on Sunday and Tuesday. Leadership and other workshops will be held all day Saturday in the Memorial Library auditorium. Everyone is welcome to attend. -The Observer

The future is cloudy as today offers a 40 percent chance of showers with highs in the low to mid 70s. Tonight and tomorrow there will be a $5 charge for each lost temporary card. If lost, please report it immediately to the Student Photo ID Center before 1 p.m. on the day prior to publication. Of Interests and Briefs are also accepted through the mail. Send announcements to The Observer, P.O. Box 69, Notre Dame, IN 46556. -The Observer

The Observer (ISSN 599-2) is published Monday through Friday except during exams and summer periods. The Observer is published by the students of the University of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's College. The Observer is a member of The Associated Press. All reproduction rights are reserved.

Senior Father/Daughter Weekend more than just the events planned

Senior Father/Daughter Weekend. What does it mean? For me it is a time to reflect on the past and share a lifetime of memories with my father. I look back on the past four years and I can't believe it has gone so fast. I remember my senior year of high school like it was yesterday. I was confused about the future and remember looking to my father for advice about whether to go to college, and basically what to do with my life. I remember some of the guidelines he set for me: I had to attend a Catholic college and I had to take a year of accounting. As it ended up I spent my freshman year at Iowa State University, which was my father's.dissay. After that year, I realized I had to 'get serious' about my education. I wanted to learn and not just get by. I then turned to my father for more advice, which he willingly gave to me. I transferred to Saint Mary's. He never said, I told you so," but only encouraged me to excel in my new school.

Senior Father/Daughter Weekend is not only going to senior bar for a dance contest, or watching the Alabama/Poitre Dame game, or even going to Casino Night. It is also a time of reflection. I reflect on the first dance I had with my father; when he attempted to teach me the Waltz, while impatiently shouting, "Don't lead!" I remember the first Notre Dame game I watched with him - I quickly learned the Notre Dame Victory March. I also remember my experiences in a casino. My first was when I was 14 and walked "on the carpet" in Las Vegas with my father. I also remember gambling in Monte Carlo where he encouraged me to double my bet each time I was in black jack. I was content betting the same amount each time. He taught me to never do the best I can. I reflect upon these experiences and realize how much my father has given me and how much he has sacrificed on my behalf. He has taught me by his example and given me invaluable experiences.

Now let's face it. We've all had fights, disagreements and completely different philosophies about life with our fathers. My father and I have no different. He is 40 years my senior and I often feel he effects the generation gap between us. Yet there is always a bond, because he is my father. This weekend will allow us to redefine that bond in our own words. Now, as a senior in college, I still look to my father for advice. What to do after graduation, high school or college? I feel I am more mature and confident than I was as a senior in high school and through my father's examples and the education he has given me. I am able to realize more clearly, what I want to achieve. My father has always been there with words of encouragement. Especially before final exams. I always remembered his survival guide which included letters and letters, his words and how much he has sacrificed on my behalf. He has taught me by his example and given me invaluable experiences.

The future is cloudy as today offers a 40 percent chance of showers with highs in the low to mid 70s. Tonight and tomorrow there will be a $5 charge for each lost temporary card. If lost, please report it immediately to the Student Photo ID Center before 1 p.m. on the day prior to publication. Of Interests and Briefs are also accepted through the mail. Send announcements to The Observer, P.O. Box 69, Notre Dame, IN 46556. -The Observer
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University receives gift for business studies

Special to the Observer

The University of Notre Dame has received a $250,000 gift from the Donnelly Corporation of Holland, Mich., toward the establishment of a special academic program in participatory management studies within the University's College of Business Administration.

The Mr. and Mrs. John Donnelly Sr. Program in Participatory Management memorializes John Donnelly, Sr., chairman of the Board of Donnelly Corp., who died last June, and his wife Katherine. Born May 16, 1912 in Holland, Mich., Donnelly studied chemical engineering at Notre Dame and completed work on his B.S. degree at Catholic University of America.

In 1932, he began to work for Donnelly Corporation, a manufacturer of automobile accessories which had been founded by his father, Bernard. He became president of the Corporation in 1950 and chairman of the board a few years later. He and Mrs. Donnelly have three children.

"John Donnelly's frequent emphasis on the crucial role of respect for the dignity of all people in management makes it particularly appropriate that a Notre Dame program will be named after him," said Father Theodore Hesburgh, president of the University.

A frequent lecturer on management and organizational themes, Donnelly was also active in several trade, civic, and church organizations. At various times he served as president of the National Council of Catholic Men, the Holland Chamber of Commerce, and the Holland Hospital board.

What's my line?

Senior Marty Loesch ponders his future at the Post Graduation Opportunities exposition held at the CSC yesterday. Jeanne Olson (left) and Beth Dammick answer his questions.

White House admits scare tactics

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Administration officials acknowledge the White House plotted to deceive Libyan leader Moamar Gadhafi into thinking he faced a new round of U.S. bombing and a possible coup, but President Reagan insisted Thursday there was "not any plan of ours" to mislead the American people and the press.

The aim of the secret plan was to convince Gadhafi that an American raid - such as the April 15 attack by U.S. bombers against Tripoli and Benghazi - was being planned against him, said administration sources who spoke on condition they not be identified.

At the United Nations, Secretary of State George P. Shultz told a news conference Thursday night he was nothing wrong with the use of disinformation campaigns to dissuade opponents.

"If I were a private citizen reading about it and I read that my government was trying to confuse somebody who was conducting terrorist acts and murdering Americans, I'd say, 'Gee, I hope it's true,"' Shultz said.

At another point, he said he knows of no decision "to have people go out and tell lies to the media."

Meanwhile, the Senate Intelligence Committee staff conducted an immediate inquiry into whether the CIA had violated presidential prohibitions against planting phony stories with U.S. news organizations and reached a preliminary conclusion that no regulations were broken either in letter or spirit, said the committee's staff director, Bernie McMahon.

The Washington Post reported Thursday's edition that an elaborate White House campaign included "a disinformation program with the basic goal of making Gadhafi think that there is a high degree of internal opposition against him within Libya, that his key trusted aides are disloyal, that the U.S. is about to move against him militarily."

The plan was described in a three-page memorandum sent to Reagan by John Poindexter, the president's national security adviser, and was adopted at a White House meeting Aug. 14, the Post said.

The newspaper said the plan, as described in the memo, involved a series of closely coordinated events involving covert, diplomatic, military and public actions.

"Those (allegations) I challenge, " Reagan said in the interview, a partial transcript of which was released by the White House. "They were not a part of any meeting I've ever attended..."

This was not any plan of ours."
Catholics from China to tour ND

By MARGARET MONAHAN

A Catholic delegation from China will visit the University Oct. 4-7 as part of an 18-day trip in the United States to tour Catholic universities and meet Chinese Catholics living in the country.

The 10 members of the Chinese Catholic Friendship Delegation, including four bishops from Beijing, Shanghai and Wuhan, were invited by the Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities to visit universities, like Notre Dame, that have scholarly exchange agreements with Chinese institutions, according to Richard Conklin, director of public relations.

Notre Dame was chosen because of its strong exchange programs with China, said Michael Garvey, assistant director of public relations.

The Chinese leaders hope to get a glimpse of the life of an American Catholic and see how Catholic institutions are run, said Garvey.

He also said the Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities is trying to gain insight on Catholics from other nations, in this case China.

This cultural and scholarly exchange should increase lines of communication and dialogue between the two countries, according to Garvey.

Conklin said the delegation is interested in discussing pastoral problems and opportunities, especially social action programs.

While at Notre Dame, the delegation will meet the Holy Cross religious community. Chinese students and faculty are touring the campus and attend mass at Sacred Heart, said Garvey.

Notre Dame is the second stop on the group's first trip to the United States. They are arriving from San Francisco and will later go to Newark, New Jersey, New York and Washington D.C., said Garvey.

Sanctions

continued from page 1

objections of the president of the United States notwithstanding."

The House had voted 313-83 Monday to override Reagan's veto.

As a first step, the legislation bars new investment and new bank loans.

It also bars the importation into the United States of South African steel, iron, coal, uranium, agricultural products, food, arms, ammunition and military vehicles. And it transfers the South African sugar quota to the Philippines.

Around the World in 7 Days

MONDAY, OCTOBER 6th:
Lithography Display
St. Francis Shoppe Display
Fireside Chat with
Dr. Thomas Swartz
Ethnic Clubs on the Quad
Russian Video
Multicultural Dinners
Russian Lecture by
George Feifer

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 7th:

Lithography Display
St. Francis Shoppe Display
Ethnic Clubs on the Quad
Multicultural Dinners
Fireside Chat with
Dr. Silvia Anadon

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 8th:

Lithography Display
St. Francis Shoppe Display
Ethnic Clubs on the Quad
Fireside Chat with
Dr. Mahr Daher
Multicultural Dinners
Student Reception
Movie: Running Brave

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 9th:

Lithography Display
St. Francis Shoppe Display
Ethnic Clubs
Multicultural Dinners
Fireside Chat with
Provost Timothy O'Meara

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10th:

Lithography Display
St. Francis Shoppe Display
Ethnic Clubs
Fireside Chat with
Dr. Jim Bellis
Multicultural Dinners
Lecture by Bobby Mills

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 11th:

Taste of Nations

9:00 until closing
9:00-4:00
12:00 (Europe)
2:00-5:00
4:45-6:45
7:00
9:00 until closing
9:00-4:00
12:00-1:00
4:45-6:45
7:00 (Latin America)
9:00 until closing
9:00-4:00
12:00-1:00
4:00 (Middle East)
4:45-6:45
7:30-9:00
9:00
9:00 until closing
9:00-4:00
12:00-1:00
4:45-6:45
8:00
9:00 until closing
9:00-4:00
12:00-1:00
4:45-6:45
12:00 (Africa)
3:00
Admission $2.00

Music by THE SOUNDMASTER
Man fires pistol at Indian leaders

Associated Press

NEW DELHI, India - A man in an army uniform fired a homemade pistol Thursday at Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi and President Zail Singh, missing them but slightly wounding six other people. Authorities said the captured assailant did not belong to a terror group.

The shooting triggered an investigation into protection given the prime minister, who has been threatened repeatedly by Sikh separatists. Police said the gunman was not a Sikh.

The government said several police assigned to protect Gandhi were suspended after the attack, which occurred as Gandhi, 42, and the president left a prayer service commemorating the 117th anniversary of the birth of Mohandas Gandhi, who led India's struggle for independence from Britain.

Police said the attacker hid in heavy vines that covered a gazebo and provided him cover from the rain. He fired a homemade pistol several times, they said.

Two of the injured said they were standing next to Gandhi when the gunman fired, and were hit by pellets intended for the prime minister.

Indian news agencies said the shots were fired as Singh was getting into a car and Gandhi and his wife, Sonia, stood nearby. Reporters who later surveyed the scene said the gazebo was about 50 yards from where the prime minister stood.

Gandhi's security guards fired in the air around the gazebo and flushed out the attacker. Police said he was in his early 20s and wore an olive army uniform.

The Home Ministry said he "changed his name several times" during questioning.

The suspect was questioned by police but his motive was not clear. Police and government officials said he did not belong to any terrorist group.

After the shooting, Gandhi appeared on government television and said smiling, "Everything is okay. There is nothing to tell."

He then crossed himself with Home Minister Buta Singh, who is responsible for internal security, and other officials. Indian news agencies said they discussed the security lapse and tightening protection for Gandhi.

Gandhi is guarded by an elite sharpshooter unit, the national Security Guard, formed after Sikh bodgards assassinated him eight years ago. Gandhi and in Oct. 1984.

Three civilians and three police officers were hit by pellets and suffered "minor and superficial" injuries, the Home Ministry said.

\*\*\*

Report cites sharp rise of poor kids

The number of poor children jumped 50 percent between 1970 and 1984, while participation rates in key federal programs dropped sharply, among America's impoverished young, a congressional report said Thursday.

The rate of participation in Head Start and Aid to Families with Dependent Children, or AFDC, under the Reagan administration fell more than 20 percent during the five-year period as the number of poor children jumped from 9.9 million to 12.9 million, the study said.

"The record growth in poverty among children has not been accompanied by increased availability of key safety net programs," said the report by the Democratic-run House Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families.

"To the contrary, support programs are not reaching the majority of those in need, and are not most available where child poverty is greatest."

\*

Grants continued from page 1

which they eventually work.

The members of the committee are also chief contributors to the University, Kennan said. They include: Donald Keough, chairman of Notre Dame's Board of Trustees and president and chief operating officer of the Coca-Cola Company; Donald P. Kelly, chairman and chief executive officer of Beatrice Companies, Inc., Roger E. Birk, chairman emeritus of Merrill Lynch and Company, and Robert W. Galvin, chairman of the board of Motorola, Inc.

"Simply having such a committee will lend a good deal of credibility to our efforts to enlist corporate support for Notre Dame, but we are particularly delighted that such an impressive group of business leaders is willing to help us," said Hesburgh in a press release sent out to the chief executive officers of each of the Fortune 500 companies.
Students show apathy toward police actions

As I walked to the science building last Wednesday night, even the steady drizzle couldn't dampen my spirits. I was on my way to the second meeting on students' rights at off-campus parties. The county prosecutor was scheduled to be present with answers to questions on legal rights. I had attended the first meeting the week before and, while it was informative, I was a little disappointed by the size of the crowd. But this meeting will be different, I told myself; I just had to be there. I went in and pushed through the crowd to find a seat. In fact, I could find a lot of seats. There were only 17 people in the audience.

Christy Wolfe
guest column

We've all heard it - the Notre Dame/Saint Mary's community is apathetic. We care more about football than foreign policy. We grumble more about parietals than apartheid. And we always say the same thing - football and parietals are part of "our" world; foreign policy and apartheid aren't. Yet, over the past few weeks, we have been enraged by the treatment of Notre Dame students at off-campus parties. From party raids to citations to the firing of students, the county has kept us informed. We feel violated, harassed and we want action.

Student Senator John Gardiner's knew that and organized a legal forum with the co-directors of Legal Aid at the Notre Dame Law School and with the judicial coordinator of Notre Dame. The meeting was scheduled for Wednesday, Sept. 17, and was mentioned on the front page of The Observer on Monday, Sept. 15. "All students who had gotten in trouble in some way or another" were encouraged to attend, as well as any student concerned with his or her rights "when confronted by law officers."

Now, I assumed that this meeting would draw a large crowd. At least the people who had been issued citations or arrested would be there. When I reached the library auditorium, I was disappointed by the size of the crowd: less than 10 people, I feared we had found out things that I didn't know. For instance, a citation is similar to an arrest on your record and will stay on it permanently. The questions and the answers were good questions but the answers just weren't that easy.

On Wednesday, Sept. 24, again on the front page of the newspaper, was mention of the second meeting on students' rights at off-campus parties. This time, the parade of 30 police officers was coming to speak and answer questions. The next day's paper told all launching minds what had transpired - the prosecutor's "real world view." How does it make you feel to know that those dogs that are trained to attack are at those parties as "a show of force" or that your fate relies totally on "the police officer's discretion"? The message was clear: it boils down to you versus a force you might or might not appear to have been drinking or out of line, there is little you can say or do in your defense. But the article in the paper failed to mention what I consider the most critical thing apparent this meeting: there were only 17 people in the audience.

The excuses are gone. We are all affected by treatment of ourselves or our fellow students, be it off-campus or on. Both meetings were mentioned on the front page of The Observer. Would they have been better seen on the sports page? Why are the incidents of citations and party raids making the front page of the paper? Obviously, very few people care; very few. Why are people like Student Senator John Gardiner and others in student government working to get answers for us? Relax, guys; you might as well do your homework, or work on "important" issues. Besides, we gave the county prosecutor a message to take back to the courthouse with him. By having 17 people at that meeting, we let him know that we can and will continue to put up with the abuse of our rights when it comes to off-campus parties. If even 10 percent of the Notre Dame/Saint Mary's student body had shown up, he might have "felt the heat." Instead, we left him cold.

As you read this, you may be thinking ahead to your plans for the weekend. If you plan to be off-campus, bring your checkbook and make sure your insurance covers dog bites. Because we have run out of excuses.

Christy Wolfe is a Sophomore English and Sociology major at Saint Mary's College.

Doonesbury

"A proud man counts his newspaper clippings, a humble man counts his blessings."

James F. Ward
Professor of Accountancy

Saturday, September 15, 1986
Hottest way to strike up some mid-week fun

ROBIN SQUYRES
features writer

Clubs, bars, parties — that's all out these days. With police crackdowns, the traditional forms of entertainment are getting risky for Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students. But there is an alternative — bowling.

Don't laugh. Bowling is becoming a formidable presence in the social scene.

Many dorms and university organizations have regular bowling events, and some even have official bowling clubs. A "club" includes all the good things: a presiding bowling commissioner, trophies, prizes and the ever important social advantages.

"Chicks dig Morrissey guys who bowl," claims Brad Edmonds, a sophomore partial to the sport.

Edmonds bowls regularly with the Morrissey club, which is one of the oldest on campus.

"It's a tradition in Morrissey," says Ted Edmonds, the former semester bowling commissioner. "It started with Brother Ed. He always went. He was a very big supporter."

Edmonds bowls regularly with the Morrissey club, which is one of the oldest on campus.

"It's a tradition in Morrissey," says Ted Edmonds, the former semester bowling commissioner. "It started with Brother Ed. He always went. He was a very big supporter."

Brother Edward Luther, Morrissey's former rector, apparently enjoys a game of two. He was moved to Fisher Hall only this year, and there are rumors of a new bowling club already in progress.

The Morrissey men head to the Beacon Bowl every Wednesday night. "Morrissey bowling is the place to be," according to Jared Desrosiers. "The weekend starts on Wednesday for us, and this kind of get things rolling — no pun intended."

"People are blowing off tests to go bowling," said Patrick Brisbane. He defines bowling as "more fun than the average human being should have at Notre Dame."

In fact, bowling's increasing momentum has rolled it right off campus. Ralph Mastrangelo and his housemates make it to the bowling alley up to two times a week. "We go during the week, when there's nothing else to do. It's pretty inexpensive," says Mastrangelo. They usually head to Shula's 31 Bowl, just into Michigan.

These guys are really hard-core; they compete for blood. "We gamble amongst ourselves: we bet things like dish nights see Bowling, page 2

Mary Clare Sheerin does her 1-2-3 soft-shoe step and bowls for a strike.
Quiet Riot and Poison to perform in Goshen

The heavy metal rock groups Quiet Riot and Poison will be performing this Monday night at the Goshen Theater in Goshen, Indiana. Quiet Riot has enjoyed great success in the past with their albums Metal Health and Condition Critical. Their latest album, QRIII, is currently at number 31 on the Billboard album chart. Quiet Riot's hit singles include "Cum On Feel The Noise," "Bang Your Head/Metal Health," and "The Wild And The Young." Opening the concert for Quiet Riot will be Poison. Poison has just released its debut album, Look What The Cat Dragged In, and features a flashy onstage image and lots of loud hook-filled music.

Bowling

continued from page 1

(loser washes the dishes for 250 nights in a row, dinner (that's no problem if you don't have to clean up), or cases of beer (the true incentive for the entire competition). We're thinking about joining a league here in South Bend," said Mastrangelo.

The most popular spots seem to be the Beacon Bowl and Shula's 31 Bowl. The managers at both establishments are pleased with student turnout. According to Jim Singleton, general manager of Beacon Bowl, Notre Dame students are "well-dressed and well-behaved."

George Vack, manager of Shula's 31 Bowl, explains the students' bowling enthusiasm. "They're taking out their frustrations from studying." In that case, could it be in the University's best interest to reserve the place for a solid month? Both establishments said they are more than happy to arrange a student discount rate for any large group of students. A mere call in advance can usually facilitate an arrangement. Prices are a little more than $1 a game and approximately 75 cents for shoes.

So you wanna be hip, happening, now? Do the right thing: go bowling, catch the wave.

WVFI Top Ten

1. Walk Like an Egyptian The Bangles
2. What About Love 'til Tuesday
3. Superman REM
4. Wild Wild Life Talking Heads
5. Heartache Gene Loves Jezebel
6. There Is A Light That Never Goes Out The Smiths
7. Forever Live and Die Orchestral Manoeuvres in the Dark
8. People Like Us Talking Heads
9. Whole New World It Bites
10. Fall On Me REM

This chart complied from the playlists of WVFI-AM640 as of Oct. 1.
"Armed and Dangerous" is a cop-comedy clone that tries to follow in the tradition of "Beverly Hills Cop" and its successor "Running Scared." John Candy and Eugene Levy, who together have turned out a string of box-office hits like "Splash," cannot save this directionless film.

**Movie review**

*Armed & Dangerous* (out of four)

**The Scoop**

The Student Activities Board presents "The Price of Murdoch Village," written and directed by Bill Foyle, a brash, street-smart Detroit cop who has played roles in movies like "Splash," cannot save this directionless film. The movie is a fantasy about the South Bend area. Adults. Tickets to the 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. shows are $1.50.

**Assorted**

John Candy returns to his old days as a motorcycle officer, complete with uniform, as he chases the bad guys in "Armed and Dangerous." Journalism Phyllis Hyman, Stanley Turrentine and Pieces of a Dream will perform in a "Jazz Explosion" at 8:00 p.m. Saturday at the Holiday Star Theater in Merrillville, Ind. Tickets for the show are $15.95 and available by calling (219) 769-6690.

The Sweet Sorghum Festival will take place this weekend at Saint Patrick's Park at 50651 Laurel Road. The festival will feature numerous craft food booths.

Notre Dame women's volleyball takes to the court of the ACC Pit this weekend in North Star Conference competition. The Irish will meet Marquette on Friday and DePaul on Saturday. Times for both games is 7:30 p.m.


date
The Grotto - A way to celebrate the reflection of our God

I'm not going to write a birthday column this year. Cause I'm embarrassed to be another year older. Every year since 1979, when I started writing for The Observer, I have notified the

campus that October 7 is the feast of the Holy Rosary. Our Blessed Lady, in whose honor candles are kept lighted at the Grotto, is honored there as Our Lady of the Rosary. Perhaps it would be useful if I reminded you why we honor her.

Catholics are suspected of paying more attention to Mary than they pay to God. Catholics, let it be said to their credit, are smart enough to tell the difference. They are able to figure out that the bright-blazing sun, giving light and life to the world, is not diminished because the beauty of the moon and stars is praiseworthy. God is the reflector of the brilliance of the sun.

If you were a pagan, reading the New Testament for the very first time, would you think you were reading about Jesus Christ? Remember the nativity stories, the miracles, the parables, the Sermon on the Mount, the Passion and Crucifixion, the Resurrection, the Prologue and discussions of John's epistles, the doctrine and hymns in its liturgy, and the apocalyptic imagery centered on him in the final book.

Would you believe his messages, his claims, his promises? Would your heart burn within you, impelling you to make an act of faith in him as though your salvation depended on the truth he brought from God? Or would you weep from not knowing when

here, no scandal of Leda struggling, no wolf? an angel? a saint? the first time, what would you think of the mirage? or the theater? or the theatrical masterpiece. The inspired poetry offers few images. God is being gracious with a man's appearance? God with a man's appearance? an angel? a saint so powerful that they pay to God. Catholics, let it be said to their credit, are paying more attention to Mary than they pay to God.

In the beginning, you had the faith communities which knew the stories, the teaching, and the primitive liturgies. They guaranteed the genuineness of the written accounts, separating them from the apocryphal versions.

Intense speculation went on about the identity of Jesus. Was he God or man? Was he a man fulfilling the half-mad prophecy of God, or God with a man's appearance? It was a long time before the Church, because of the orthodoxy doctrine: Christ is true God and true man; the Second Person of the Trinity; He has a human nature and a divine nature.

The Church Fathers must have had the New Testament spread out in front of them as they argued. The Word had become flesh; how astounding! How incomparable! How sublime was the act of love in which the Holy Gile of God took on the flesh that our first parents had stained with sin! The doctrine that his mother was the mother of God. As a drama, the Grotto, put on the veil of flesh, she is a theatrical masterpiece.

Sometimes at one or two a.m., when I was so tired I can't see the tip of my nose, I go down to the grotto. The peace and friendliness there are as refreshing as sleep. Faith is easy at the grotto. Religion has its mysteries, but having faith beats being blind.

Our Lady is called stella mbs, the star of the sea, and storm-tossed seamen could identify rather than the average audience member. The guest artist will return from Washington, D.C. where she won a playwriting competition sponsored by the Arena Stage. Her play was selected above 2,000 others and was produced at the Arena with Ms. Jensen also receiving a cash award of $5,000.

Mark Pilkinson will direct the second offering in Washington. It is a study of the sensitive subject. Taylor, a psychiatrist. Through a succeeding generation, the character Haider, is made his name synonymous with evil. One of Shakespeare's more maligned characters, "Macbeth" is a study of the mystery that Macbeth chooses evil as a master.

There are two types of subscriptions this season from which to choose. Subscribers will see all four shows for $18 whereas a non-subscriber seat location. Student and Senior Citizen discounts are available.

For information on becoming a subscriber or to place Mastercard and Visa orders call the Washington Hall Box Office at (301) 337-5902, weekdays 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
### The Game

**Notre Dame vs. Alabama**

**Time**  
Saturday, October 4, 1986  
2:30 p.m. EST

**Series**  
Notre Dame 4, Alabama 0

**Last Meeting**  
November 15, 1980  
Notre Dame 7, Alabama 0

**Rankings**  
Notre Dame unranked  
Alabama 2nd (AP)

**Tickets**  
Game is sold out

---

### The Schedule

#### Notre Dame (1-2)

- **L - MICHIGAN**, 24-23  
- **L - Michigan St.**, 20-15  
- **W - PURDUE**, 41-9  
- Oct. 4 - at Alabama  
- Oct. 11 - PITTSBURGH

**Schedule**

- Oct. 10 - at Tennessee  
- Oct. 25 - PENN STATE  
- Nov. 1 - at Mississippi St.  
- Nov. 8 - LSU  
- Nov. 15 - TEMPLE  
- Nov. 29 - AUBURN

#### Alabama (4-0)

- **W - Ohio St.**, 16-10  
- **W - VANDERBILT**, 42-10  
- **W - SO. MISSISSIPPI**, 31-17  
- **W - Florida**, 21-7  
- Oct. 4 - NOTRE DAME  
- Oct. 11 - MEMPHIS ST.  
- Oct. 18 - at Tennessee  
- Oct. 25 - PENN STATE  
- Nov. 1 - at Mississippi St.  
- Nov. 8 - LSU  
- Nov. 15 - TEMPLE  
- Nov. 29 - AUBURN

---

### The Stadium

**Legion Field (75,808)**

**TV and Radio**

- ABC Sport:, national telecast  
  Keith Jackson, Tim Brant and Al Trautwig  
- WSJV-TV (Ch. 28)  
- Notre Dame Mutual Radio Network  
  Tony Roberts and Tom Pagna  
- W N D U - A M 1500

---

### Irish Extra

**Green finds role model**

**Tailback cites mother as 'number-one influence’**

By PETE GEGEN  
Assistant Sports Editor

Most athletes have role models – other athletes whose excellence they try to duplicate in their respective sport. But for Irish tailback Mark Green, he chose a role model which is not necessarily confined to sports.

"My number-one influence throughout my entire high school career was my mom," says Green. "My parents divorced when I was nine, and I moved with my mom (from Los Angeles) to Long Beach, Calif., and then one year later we moved to Riverside, Calif."

So Green enrolled at Riverside-Poly High School, which has one of the top five football programs in California. He was a standout at both defensive back and running back, collecting 21 career interceptions and averaging over 11 yards a carry his junior and senior year.

And as he led his team to the state title his final two years, his mom was with him every step of the way.

"During the entire time that I was in high school, my mom missed a total of two games," says Green. "And the only reason she missed those two games was they were too far away."

The influence his mother had on him can be seen in other areas. He was president of his senior class, and he was on the state’s Black Student’s Union advisory board.

So when it came down to the recruiting process, Green was looking for more than just a good football team.

"What really stood out was that they push you toward graduating," Green remembers. "The first thing I did when I got here was talk with..."  
(see GREEN, pages 2-3)

---

By TERRY LYNCH  
Sports Writer

"We’re the roadies of the football team," said junior Brian Moffitt as he tried to sum up the experience of being a student manager. For the amount of time, dedication and attention to detail that the student managers put into the team, nothing could be closer to the truth.

The student managers organization at Notre Dame has a long and tradition-filled history that dates back to the days when Knute Rockne coached the Fighting Irish. The managers are a completely student-run organization that extends their membership to all freshmen men, and managers who stay with the program until their senior year are automatically entitled to at least a 65 percent scholarship.

"When you get to your senior year, all of a sudden you find out where you stand, and that’s where the fun really, really begins," said Head Football Manager Joe Puetz, who is one of three seniors who devote their managing efforts exclusively to football. Puetz has a full scholarship, while co-seniors Bryan Fenton and Don El-Etr have 75 percent scholarships.

Until senior year, however, the "fun" of managing looks a lot like pure drudgery. The managers cover all practices, making sure the players are properly equipped for each day, regulating the gates to the practice field, making sure practice runs smoothly and arranging training table schedules. And that has nothing to do with the dreaded "Game Prep."

(see PREP, pages 2-3)
Mike steps out from Don’s shadow

By KEITH DEPNAVANT

Starting guard Bill Condon remembered how his pains sweated down his back as he was carried away. But leading Alabama back from the brink of disaster was no sweat for quarterback Mike Shula.

No sweat to lead the Crimson Tide on a 71-yard scoring march in 35 seconds. No sweat to perform a miracle between the hedges of Georgia’s Sanford stadium, a magic moment that brought Alabama a shocking 20-16 victory and ignited a surprising 9-2-1 season. No sweat to take the tools of an average college quarterback fine tune them to near perfection, add a dose of football smarts and come out a big winner.

On that warm September night in 1985, Mike Shula - not Don Shula’s son, but just plain Mike Shula - came of age. “It was a moment I’ll never forget,” says Shula. “That gave me a lot of confidence. I think it gave the team confidence too. You hope to have the chance to challenge yourself like that. It’s exciting to find out what you can do in that kind of situation.”

The excitement has continued for Shula, who has led Alabama to a 4-0 start and a No. 2 national ranking in this week’s national wire service polls. The Crimson Tide plays host to Notre Dame tomorrow at Birmingham’s Legion Field.

Before the season began, some were clamoring about a Heisman Trophy for Shula, which is unlikely. Others spoke routinely of all-America honors, which is a distinct possibility, but Shula just wants to talk about winning.

“With the schedule we have, we have the chance to do some great things this year,” Shula says. “I don’t consider it a burden I consider it a challenge to have the opportunity to play Ohio State, Penn State, Notre Dame and all the tough SEC schools. If you want to be the best, you have to play the best, and we have that challenge.”

Shula loves a challenge. He remembers those first few months on the Alabama campus, when he was not regarded as just another rookie quarterback, but as a man in a fight, always being asked how it felt to be Don Shula’s son, the kid who grew up on the Dolphins sidelines. Did he learn his work habits from Griese? Did Marino give him any pointers? How active is that old dad taking in his football career?

It probably got more than a little old for the youngest of Don Shula’s children.

“It’s great to be Don Shula’s son,” he would say. “But I want to make a name for myself.”

That in itself would be some challenge. All the while, he was considered the number-three horse in a three-horse race. After fleetfooted Walter Lewis finished his eligibility in 1963, the chase would match two tough all-America quarterbacks with impressive credentials and one all-state signal broker with a famous name. Flashy Georgian Vince Sutton, with a rifle for an arm, was considered the favorite. Shula was a decided longshot.

On the front stretch, the disastrous 5-6 season of 1984, neither one looked impressive. Both had chances at the reins. Both won, both lost.

“I realized I wasn’t performing,” Shula says in hindsight. “I don’t have the tools of an average college quarterback fine tune them to near perfection, add a dose of football smarts and come out a big winner.

But the complexion of the race changed dramatically in the spring of 1985. Shula the hard worker, with tools pulled ahead of Sutton, the flashy kid, with all the right moves. The long shot won the race.

So on that night in question, Shula stepped onto the giant stage just before the curtain was to fall, and he put on a performance that made jaws droop in awe. He showed a talent few knew he had, displaying a coolheaded nature in the clutch, and a touch that was good enough to get the job done. For that, he was Ray Perkins’ quarterback. For that, he was the undaunted leader on a team that cried out for a signal caller with a famous name.

Perhaps it wasn’t the same Shula. Sure, he was the same kid with the average tools. But if it was a wobble ball he was tossing, he was learning to toss it with increasing acumen.

The guy with the weak arm lead the nation in passing efficiency for much of the 1985 season, finishing fifth. He threw for 16 touchdowns and set a new school record for single season completion percentage (60.3). He directed a late rally against arch rival Auburn, allowing Van Tiff in to kick the winning points.

While all the experts were talking about Shula’s weaknesses, he was charting his own limits and learning to live within his own God-given means.

“I realize my limitations,” he says. “I don’t have the tools of a Vince Sutton, no way. But all that means is that I have to make up for it with a lot of hard work.”

Opponent’s Corner

Prep continued from page 1

Game Prep takes place the Thursday or Friday night before each game, and nothing is overlooked by the managing crew. Every shoe, jersey, pad, and cleat is checked if it is to be used in the upcoming game. But perhaps the most painstaking and time-honored tradition of the student managers is painting the helmets the traditional gold of Notre Dame. Game Prep can go until as late as 2 a.m., which wouldn’t be bad if the managers didn’t have to be back at the stadium at 7 a.m.

“You have to have a lot of patience and be a big fan of Notre Dame,” said Junior manager George Nosegh. “If you put up with the menial tasks, you’ll do as a manager. It’s not that we do it unmonitored, they’re just not noticed.

“I love the managers’ football game,” said Puetz. “It’s like fulfilling a childhood dream.

“Players really get a kick out of it. Steve Beuerlein was one of the referees in last year’s game, and a couple of players have asked me when the game is this year. They look at it as a kind of peer-we league.

“It’s an intense game,” continued Puetz. “But you can really tell who’s played before and who hasn’t.”

The managers have a good working relationship with the players and coaches, and the latter has come to depend on a great deal on the hard work of the managing group. There is no looking down upon the managers by the players, as is usually the custom in high schools.

“There’s a mutual respect between the players and the managers,” said Nosegh. “We realize that we’re there to prepare them for the game, and they realize that our job is necessary.”

Greer continued from page 1

While Notre Dameing him as a run was getting a back home to Alter which wanted him to back back, but he wanted to go in that it would bring experience agreed.

She wanted me to school,” he wanted me. “I didn’t want at Notre Dame. She wanted the religious at the place.

Green came to expecting to be to Alter to the team need flanker last year moved to that show me to the team after moving to that show me to Alter.

Though he saw the last seasons of Michigan, he had of the last ten tribute with for 116 yards, at the five times his scored. His 4 Against Pavy was his longest run from last season.

The biggest ge- sonally last year contest. Against former high nents, he caught a nine-yard o
If it's Crimson Tide why have an elephant?

The Observer

Of how Alabama became associated as the 'elephant' goes back to the 1926 season when Coach Wallace assembled a great football team and out stamped this Alabama varsity.

On October 8, 1930, sportswriter Everett of the Atlanta Journal wrote a feature article on the Crimson Tide. He described the Crimson Tide as the leading rusher and defense in each of the first three games. The 1930 team posted an overall 10-0 record. It shut out eight opponents and allowed only 13 points all season while winning seven to a shutout. The Tide was a force to be reckoned with.

The Observer

That Alabama couple to go away and out stamped this Alabama varsity.

It was the first time that I had seen it done. And size of the entire eleven nearly knocked me cold. It made the trip up for the game. Some excelled in the stands. "Shadows, your houses, the elephants are coming, and out stamped this Alabama varsity.

Notre Dame's Motre Dame-Alabama game was a thriller. But the backup quarterback, Alonzo Jefferson, was more than happy to step up. He had the ball in each game. And his experience last year at receiver. In the rushing department, he was the leading rusher and defense in each of the first three games.

The extra-point attempt was missed, however, giving Alabama only a two-point lead and setting the stage for Thomas to redeem himself.

The time Capsule

That's when Motre Dame's Al Hunter broke free for a dazzling 69-yard touchdown run.

By MARTY STRASEN Assistant Sports Editor

What really happens when an indestructible force meets an immovable object?

That was the question some 85,000 fans in New Orleans and television viewers all over the nation wanted to see answered in the 1973 Sugar Bowl, where two undefeated and highly-ranked college football teams battled it out for the national championship. The answer was a 24-23 upset victory for Notre Dame over No. 1 Alabama, in one of the greatest college gridiron games ever played.

Thomas finds redemption

Field goal gives Irish '73 National Championship

Bob Thomas, who had missed a field goal attempt earlier in the game, connected on a 19-yard chip shot with 4:26 remaining to give Ara Parseghian's Fighting Irish the national championship. The kick marked the sixth lead change in the contest.

Then, with three minutes to play, Alabama's Greg Gantt backed up the Irish to their own one-yard line with a 60-yard punt. Gantt was fouled on the play, but Tide coach Paul "Bear" Bryant chose to decline the penalty and let his defense do work rather than keeping the ball.

Notre Dame had different plans, however, as quarterback Tom Clements fixed a pass to tight end Robin Weber at the 38 to put the final nail in the 'Bama coffin.

The Observer

Irish fullback Wayne Buklock capped a 64-yard scoring drive in the opening quarter to put his troops on the board first with a 6-0 lead. But the powerful running backs of the Tide began to roll in the second quarter. Randy Billingsley scored a touchdown, and the Irish were it not for the ensuing kickoff.

It is enough to make a mother proud.

The Observer

By: MARK GREEN Assistant Sports Editor

What does the team do that popped in my head was, 'we've got to go home. I can't go through with this.' 

Green was now more comfortable with the game. He tried to improve every day, and that made all the difference in the world.

The first thing that popped in my head was, 'we've got to go home. I can't go through with this.' 

Green is a guy who will compete for his team. It is enough to make a mother proud.

No action in either against yard in each half. He continued to work on the position of tackle. With Pinkett gone and injuries to Alonzo Jefferson and the Francisco brothers - Hainawa and D.Juan - Green emerged as the starting tackle.

He also continued to play football, this time at the more familiar position of tackle. With Pinkett gone and injuries to Alonzo Jefferson and the Francisco brothers - Hainawa and D.Juan - Green emerged as the starting tackle.

Through the first three games Green has emerged as both the leading rusher and receiver. In the rushing department he has 42 carries for 160 yards, and he has utilized his experience last year at fullback to catch 13 passes for 150 yards.
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"Coach Wade started his second team that was plenty big and went right to their knitting scoring a touchdown in the first quarter against one of the best fighting small lines that I have seen. For Ole Miss was truly battling the big boys for every inch of ground."

"At the end of the quarter, the earth started to tremble, there was a distant rumble that continued to grow. Some excited fans in the stands bellowed. 'Tell your homes, the elephants are coming, and out stamped this Alabama varsity."

"It was the first time that I had seen it done. And size of the entire eleven nearly knocked me cold. It made the trip up for the game. Some excelled in the stands. 'Shadows, your houses, the elephants are coming, and out stamped this Alabama varsity."

"I was more than happy to come up with a victory especially since his mom had died in February."

"He is quiet, and he has super strength - his strength just amazes me," says Holtz. "He is durable, intelligent, talented and tough."

"Two of those qualities - intelligence and toughness - have helped to give Green the starting nod once again for tomorrow's Notre Dame-Alabama contest."

"He works very hard, and he tries to improve every day," says Backfield Coach Mike Stock. "It shows what kind of disciplined kid he is."

"With the emergence of freshman running back Anthony Johnson and the return of Jefferson and DuJuan Franks, the number of players who can do the job has increased. Green, however, still remains front. "Naturally we try to put the best 11 guys on the field," says Holtz. "And Mark Green is a guy who will compete for you. He is enough to make a mother proud."

"He needs to do a better job passing blocking," says Stock. "But he is tough. We just need consistency."
By MARTY BURNS
Assistant Sports Editor

Birmingham, Ala. - North against South. Catholics versus Baptists. Clash of the Titans.

No. It's not another ABC mini-series, although it will be televised nationally by that network. What it is the classic matchup involving the two greatest traditions in college football. Tomorrow afternoon on Birmingham's Legion Field, second-ranked Alabama (4-0) will do battle with a 1-2 Notre Dame team that is running out of chances to prove it merits post-season bowl consideration.

The Irish, who are coming off a 4-1 shellacking at Purdue, are in need of a good game. However, if they are to upset head coach Ray Perkins' Crimson Tide squad, seventeen starters return from last season's Bama team, which rolled up a 9-2-1 slate and put the Tide back at the forefront of college football after a brief hiatus from the Top 10. This year, in fact, the talk around Tuscaloosa is of a national championship.

"I don't think there's any question we know we're going to play a great football team this week in Alabama," said Irish head coach Lou Holtz. "Just like against Michigan and Texas Tech last week, we have to have a chance unless we go down there and play with great intensity and keep our mistakes to a minimum."

"It's tough enough to play a team like Alabama anyway. But when they've had an open date to get healthy and get ready for you, you know he'll be ready for us."

Alabama anyway. But when they've had an open date to get healthy and get ready for us, you know he'll be ready for us."

Mike Shula

Start with an intelligent and versatile quarterback, add in a pair of lean tailbacks and a bruising fullback, throw in an all-American split end, finish it with an offensive line led by a guy named Owens and you have the recipe for a typical Alabama offense.
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Sports Briefs

WVTI-FM 64 will provide live coverage of tomorrow's Notre Dame-Alabama football game. Frank Mastro and Kevin Her- bert will handle the play-by-play action from Legion Field in Birm-ingham. Studio host Rudy Brandt will update scores from around the country throughout the afternoon. It all starts 2 p.m. with the pre-game show featuring "College Football Today" with Relan Broderick and Sean Munster, "The Lou Holtz Show" and "Irish Review." - The Observer

The ND Women's Soccer Club increased their record to 5-4 with a 2-1 victory over Wheaton. Kate Titterton scored twice and Kerry Hpaunick and Dana Miller each had one. Teresa Sheppard had both assists on Titterton's goals. The team's next game is today against Hope College at 4:30 p.m. - The Observer

The ND-SMC Ski Team will have its first organizational meeting Tuesday, Oct. 7 in the Library Auditorium at 4 p.m. Anyone interested in trying out for the team or in the Christmas trip to Jackson Hole, Wyoming, should attend. If you have any questions, please call Paul Roulston at 237-1047. - The Observer

The ND Ragbeeball Club will sponsor a men's clinic on Monday, Oct. 7, from 8 to 9 p.m. at the ACC Court House. A ladies clinic will be held Tuesday, Oct. 8, at the same time and place. All are welcome. For more information call Dave Pyron at 1193. - The Observer

The SMC Varsity Basketball team will hold practice Monday, Oct. 6 from 6 to 8 p.m. at Angelini Athletic Facility. Interested players should bring proof of a recent physician's clearance to the first practice. Call 284-5548 for more information. - The Observer

The ND Weight and Fitness Club will hold instructional seminars in the third floor weight room of the Rockne Memorial on Sunday, Oct. 6 at 2:30 p.m. You must be a member to attend. Sign-ups for membership will be at noon before the seminars. There will be a $10 dues fee for the year. For more information call Dave Cranzell at 272-5453. - The Observer

The SMC vanity swim team will hold practice today at the Rockne Memorial Pool on the Notre Dame campus from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. Interested swimmers should bring proof of a recent physician's clearance to the first practice. Call 284-5548 for more information. - The Observer

Walker deals to Nuggets

Associated Press

NEW YORK - The New York Knicks traded guard Darrell Walker to the Denver Nuggets on Friday in the 1983 NBA draft to Denver yesterday. The Nuggets will send today's first-round pick next year.

Walker, a first-round draft choice, could be an asset we can imme- diately utilize on our team if a deal arises, or save for the 1987 col- league. "I think the best man available," Denver Manager Scotty Stirling said of the deal.

Walker, from the University of Arkansas, averaged 10.6 points in his senior season with the Knicks, during which he missed one game. After making the NBA's rookie team in 1984, he had his best season in 1984-85, averaging 13.5 points.
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continued from page 12

The same thing with the faculty representatives and athletic directors.

"At the same time, we try to think of things in terms of the things that will enable you to keep your program alive financially. Things keep getting more expensive, and we're in a period now where there's not inflation so adding a lot of money to the cost of your ticket becomes a problem. People resent it because the inflation figures are not that high."

But the split between the schools playing Division I-A football means that the CFA's goal of a unified arena for discussing the issues confronting college football has never been realized, and the organization is now known more for its television negotiations. Corrigan, however, indicates that something else for achieving that goal is on the horizon.

"The fact that the university presidents of the Big Ten and Pac 10 would not allow their schools to be members of the CFA in many ways has dampened some of the enthusiasm for what the CFA is all about," Corrigan says. "Some people felt in the beginning that what they wanted to do was add more coaches and more money. That's not the case at all. The case is to make football better in every way. Again, the fact that those two conferences haven't joined really has been unfortunate because over and over I've had athletic directors from both those conferences say, 'I wish we were in the CFA because we do need to meet and talk.'"

This summer we had a meeting of all the athletic directors of the Division I-A schools, which was what the CFA was intended to be the first time around. We're going to have another meeting (at the end of this month), and we're going to see how it goes from there. That may be something good."

"The thing I'm interested in the most is getting all the schools together that have the same problems," Corrigan continues. "I don't think one group should be over here and another group over there. That doesn't make any sense to me. The NFL and AFL were wasting a lot of talent, time and energy. How they're together and it's a powerful thing."

Still, the CFA has at least kept its smaller members in the television-revenue picture. Corrigan points out that Notre Dame could go it alone and do better financially than it does with the CFA, but that wouldn't be good for college football."

"I'd like to see all of the big schools together on the same page moving in the same direction for the good of college athletics, and I think that's the critical thing," says Corrigan. "I don't want to get into the Big Ten, Pac 10 and CFA. Hey, we're all in this thing together. The sooner we bring ourselves together, the better off we're going to be together."

continued from page 12

Non-Varsity Athletics has announced deadlines for registration for a number of upcoming NVA events. Oct. 8 is the deadline for the following events on the NVA calendar.

- VOLLEYBALL: tournaments for men, women, faculty and staff.
- RACQUETBALL: singles tournaments for men, women and grad-faculty, best of three games to 21.
- BADMINTON: open, double-elimination tournament, equipment and rules provided.
- CO-REC BASKETBALL: five men and five women, all men must be from same hall, $10 entry fee for officials. In addition, an ARCHERY CLINIC is being held Oct. 6 and 13 from 4 to 5:30 p.m. for beginners and intermediates. A $3 entry fee must be paid at the NVA office and all equipment will be provided.
- Information and registration for these and other NVA events may be obtained by stopping by the NVA office in the ACC, or by calling NVA at 239-6100.

***************

If you see Numero Uno on Sunday, October 5th, Wish him a Happy Birthday!

K.T., Boo, Bogie, Bonkers, "T.J." and Mr. Wonderful (Lulu)
Keith Hernandez (17) and the New York Mets easily slid past the Montreal Expos by an 8-2 score in baseball action yesterday. More details on last night's games appear below.

Fallon leads ND tennis for 30th and final time

By GREG ANDRES
Sports Writer

Saturday, Oct. 4, will begin the end for Notre Dame's winningest coach. Tom Fallon will be at the helm of the Notre Dame men's tennis team.

For the 30th and final time, Head Coach Tom Fallon will be at the helm of the Notre Dame men's tennis team.

Fallon will showcase the 1986 Irish in the Notre Dame Invitational which takes place this weekend. The man whose name has become synonymous with tennis and winning, at Notre Dame will be looking to add to his 508 career victories.

The Irish return six of seven starters from last year's Eastern Collegiate Championship team. In addition, last year's team placed second in a hard-fought bid for the Midwestern Cities Championship and compiled 26 wins against only nine losses.

What is even more impressive is that the Irish accomplished this with four freshmen.

Dave Reitter feels, as a sophomore, he has "more confidence going into the season having a year of experience behind me." Reitter commented that as a freshman, "I often felt intimidated playing against more experienced college players.

Reitter will be joined by sophomores Tony Cahill, Tony Caball and Tim Carr, occupying the five and six slots for the Irish.

Kalibas, who has played tough all year, will play No. 1 for the Irish this year. Cahill and Caball will play the second and last year's Kalibas compiled a record of 11-11.

"He knows how to win," says Fallon of Kalibas. "He doesn't have what you would call classic strokes but he is a smart player who has good control and the attitude and willingness to stay out there and go after points.

"We all have different playing styles but we are all competitors and we want to do well," Kalibas says.

Sophomore Tony Cahill, who plays fourth singles, was key to the success of the Irish last year, and will move up to No. 2 this season. Fallon believes the jump will be a "good challenge for Tony" and thinks he "is up to it, he has been working hard and is the kind of kid who thrives on a challenge.

"Sophomores Carr and Reitter will represent the Irish at third and fourth singles, respectively. Carr, who has had a shoulder injury, returns and will play singles better than doubles. Carr, who Fallon feels is the best doubles player on the team, combines with Reitter in doubles.

Reitter, the hardest worker on the team according to Fallon, moves up to the fourth-singles position from the fifth spot he played last year.

Either Junior Paul Daggs or freshman Mike Wallace will play fifth, and the other sixth, for the Irish.

Daggs, who played sixth position of the season last year, has "returned determined to play," says Fallon.

Wallace, from Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., is the lone newcomer for the Irish. Fallon admits to being "very impressed with Wallace."

"He has good variety," Fallon says. "He has a good serve, good backhand, moves well, knows what to do with the ball and doesn't just try to knock the cover off the ball."

In addition, last year's team, featuring Senior Dan Walsh, who played No. 1 for the Irish a year ago, Walsh will be a "good challenge for a man in the lineup. Right behind Walsh is the third spot, where the team, Tom Greir, who will most likely see doubles action this weekend.

Playing doubles for the Irish will most likely be Wallace and Cahill, Carr and Reitter, Walsh and Daggs, and Caball and Greir. But the challenges continue, says Fallon, "I have to com­sect so the lineup is only tena-

Opening the season in the In­vitational, the Irish will face Evansville at 9 a.m. and Western Michigan at 1 p.m. on Saturday, and Oral Roberts on Sunday at 1 p.m.

The Irish will most likely find Oral Roberts to be the biggest obstacle standing in the way of capturing their third-straight consecutive title. It was Oral Roberts which deprived the Irish of the Mid­western Cities Championship in 1984.

Mighty Michigan, a strong Mid-America league school from the southern part of the state, will always be tough, according to Fallon.

Fallon enters his final season with a team that he feels is "a good bunch of players, who are anxious to play and eager to work."

"I've been through this long enough to know that a lot of things you don't anticipate, like an injury or bad break, can happen and throw off your whole schedule."

we do not cure baldness!

Hair Loss Center

Not all hair loss is the same, but with our new care program for men you can have an entirely new concept in the matter of hair loss that produces very little discomfort. Call or write for consultation to see if your thinning hair problem can be corrected by our unique program.
The Observer
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Darrell Walker (4), formerly of the New York Knicks, was traded to the Denver Nuggets in an NBA deal yesterday. See story on page seven for more details.

Irish hope solid pitching continues in Bradley Fall Baseball Tourney

By STEVE MEGARGEE
Sports Writer

For Notre Dame head coach Larry Gallo, the fall baseball season has brought its share of good news and bad news.

He hopes this weekend he will see an end to the bad news, rain forcing game cancellations, and a second straight weekend of good news, the excellent pitching that has propelled the Irish to a 3-1 fall record.

Weather permitting, Notre Dame will face its sternest test of the fall tomorrow and Sunday in the Bradley University Fall Baseball Tournament at Peoria, III.

The Irish will meet St. Xavier and Bradley tomorrow, before facing Creighton and Lewis on Sunday.

"Creighton is an excellent team, Bradley is a good team, and Lewis and St. Xavier have small athletic programs where baseball is the kingpin," said Gallo. "We've got to get some good weather just to be able to get back to work on the things on which we've been concentrating."

Rain in South Bend already has forced the postponement of a Blue-Gold intrasquad game scheduled for last Saturday, but players feel they still have had a productive fall season.

"Having the tarp to cover the field has really helped," said sophomore infielder Pat Pesavento. "We've gotten in as much as we could this fall with the weather being the way it is."

If Peoria weather conditions overcome the bad news, the Irish pitchers can hope to keep being Gallo's good luck charm. Thought to be the team's major weakness, the staff instead has been the surprise of the fall.

"I think we've played well this fall. I'm surprised with the pitching performances we've gotten," said Gallo. "The starting rotation (for the spring) is still far from being determined. We'll probably bring 10 pitchers to the tournament."

Notre Dame players also have noticed the improved pitching, which has been led by freshman Brian Piotrowicz, a South Bend native who has pitched nine scoreless innings this fall.

"We've had pretty good pitching," said senior left fielder Scott Rogers. "Our pitchers have worked really hard. At times our bats weren't doing the job, but I feel our hitting's coming around."

It appears Rogers will be one of three senior outfielders this spring, Ken Soos and John Loughran probably will fill the other starting slots.

The Irish need to do it all this weekend, something they have not been able to expect in recent years.
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Ben Vereen in PIPPIN
Friday, October 10, 1986 at 8:00 p.m
Morris Civic Auditorium

The Daily Crossword

ACROSS
1. Paster support
2. Petal perfume
3. Charles' pet
4. Field measure
5. Luther
6. Make muddy
7. Bermuda things
8. Exclamation for attention
9. Tare
11. Squares
12. First, second or third
13. Ellen works
14. Capacities
15. Untended gap
16. Artist Claude
17. Gangland killing
18. Water things
19. Lyric poem
20. On the briny
21. Gibble in
22. Thin layer
23. Membership fees
24. Irish word
25. Fossil resin
26. Field measure
27. Delicate
28. Mass port
29. Photography
30. "— were the days..."
31. Yes
32. Yearn
33. Resident
34. Gangland killing
35. Despot
36. Water things
37. Mischievous
38. Filled pastry
39. Simple
40. Therefore
41. 5:15 p.m.: Mass
42. 7:00, 9:00, 11:00
43. End-of-year dinner
44. Paster support
45. "— were the days..."
46. Lyric poem
47. Membership fees
48. Irish word
49. Fossil resin
50. Simple
51. Resident
52. Christmas adornment
53. "— were the days..."
54. Press
55. Catch sight of
56. Quick — won
57. Convert
58. Resident
59. Tight roll

DOWM
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31. Yes
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33. Resident
34. Resident
35. Resident
36. Resident
37. Resident
38. Resident
39. Resident
40. Resident
41. Resident
42. Resident
43. Resident
44. Resident
45. Resident
46. Resident
47. Resident
48. Resident
49. Resident
50. Resident
51. Resident
52. Resident
53. Resident
54. Resident
55. Resident
56. Resident
57. Resident
58. Resident
59. Tight roll

SAB Presents: EDDIE MURPHY IN BEVERLY HILLS
Friday Oct. 3rd
Saturday Oct 4
7:00, 9:00, 11:00
Engineering Auditorium

$1.50
By SHEILA HOROX
Sports Writer

Women's tennis keeps improving, heads north to play Michigan State

The Notre Dame women's tennis team is one of the best in the country. They have been building their program for several years and are now poised to take the next step. The team has been working hard and is ready to compete at the highest level. The coaches are very excited about the potential of the team and are looking forward to the upcoming season. The team has a strong nucleus of returning players and several talented freshmen who have shown promise. The coaches believe that the team can improve greatly and make a strong push for a national title. The team will be playing in a number of tournaments throughout the season and will be looking to build on their success from last year. Overall, the team is very excited about the upcoming season and is ready to take on the challenges that lie ahead.

By THERESA KELLY
Sports Writer

Women's team battles Detroit

By SHEILA HOROX
Sports Writer

CFA was spurred on by efforts of Joyce and Notre Dame

The CFA has proven to be a useful institution not only for Notre Dame, but for the rest of the college football world as well. Such topics as Proposition 48 were originally discussed by the CFA before the NCAA adopted the measures. At a CFA meeting, you have the coaches, faculty reps, athletic directors, and commissioners of all the schools. Corrigan said, "We have the people talk about how the game can be better presented not only on the field, but how we can do a better job academically and every other way.

By DENNIS CORRIGAN
Sports Editor

In high school, Joyce was one of the best. He's more of a team player, but he could play anywhere on the field." O'Connor said. "The ability of the people did, that the people who were there, the people who were on the team, the people who were in the stands, to contribute to the game, that's what Joyce did. He felt the best way to do that was to bring the schools together."

But the formation of the CFA was not harmonious. The presidents of the Big Ten and Pac 10 conferences would not allow their schools to join the CFA. In addition, a rift was created between the NCAA and members of the CFA, and Notre Dame was caught in the middle.

In 1981, a lawsuit was instigated against the NCAA. The suit charged that, by controlling television appearances strictly as it did, the NCAA was in violation of anti-trust laws. The result was that colleges were allowed to make their own deals with the networks. The CFA went one way, and the Big Ten and Pac 10 went another.

The problem - Notre Dame was one of the few members of the CFA that played a number of Big Ten and Pac 10 schools. The suit dragged on until 1984 when a compromise was reached, giving the home team the television rights when a CFA team played a member of the Big Ten or Pac 10.

But in retrospect, Corrigan is not so sure the suit was good for college football. If it were left to Fr. Joyce and me, we would not have gone through with the lawsuit," Corrigan said. "Neither one of us felt that the suit was really all that wise. We were a little bit upset with the NCAA as everybody gets from time to time. The two of us would not have instigated it."

The CFA, though, has proven to be a useful institution not only for Notre Dame, but for the rest of the college football world as well. Such topics as Proposition 48 were originally discussed by the CFA before the NCAA adopted the measures.